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MORE GREAT NEW FEATURES IN
DYNAMICS GP 2016
Microsoft Dynamics GP 2016 is
available now, and there are so many
great new features that it's hard to pick
our favorites.
Here are just a few of the new
enhancements:
• Prepay purchase order total You can prepay the total PO
amount, including taxes, freight
and miscellaneous charges.
•

Enhanced payroll posting
accounts setup - You can now
see all posting accounts in a
navigation list and filter and
sort them. You can also export
the accounts to Excel, edit them
and then import them again.

•

Edit attachments that flow to
transactions - This feature
allows you to edit attachment
properties that flow from a
master record.

Read What's New in Microsoft
Dynamics GP 2016 for a complete list of
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Account-Level Security (ALS) is a great way to manage your
account structure and protect sensitive financial information
based on the user's position in the company. ALS allows
managers to limit user access to only certain account sets,
thereby preventing errors and securing confidential information.
Click here to read the GPUG tip that will give you an overview
and instructions to enable account-level security.

the great new features. Please contact
us for Dynamics GP 2016 hardware
requirements and to schedule your
upgrade.
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For more detailed information and to access SalesPad YouTube
videos, click here...

USE CLEARING ACCOUNTS TO ZERO OUT AND
INACTIVATE GL ACCOUNTS
There may be times when an account is no longer used and its
balance needs to be transferred to another account. In this case,
a clearing transaction is the appropriate option. Clearing
transactions are useful when accounts are obsolete, but cannot
be deleted because they have current year activity that normally
appears on the financial statements. By clearing the account's
balance, the account can be selected as inactive which prevents
it from being used again. To open this window, click the Financial

series button and click Clearing on the Transactions content
pane.
An example of a clearing entry is a transaction to clear the
expense account for a promotions event. If the promotion is
finished but a balance remains in the account, the balance can be
transferred to another account. There is still a record of the
account's activity for the current year, and the account can be
used later for another promotion if desired.
Clearing transactions also can be used for accounts with balances
that are periodically cleared to other accounts, such as
departmental sales accounts, which are cleared to controlling
sales accounts at the end of each accounting period.
Here's a YouTube video that demonstrates how to use clearing
accounts.

